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Wanderlodge

Experiences. They define our lives. The ongoing journey that winds along—amid people, places

Experience More.

and occasions—to make our life what it is. Each day, each moment, the world stretches out before
us. It beckons us. It unfolds like an open road. A road filled with possibilities. Fresh. New. Exciting.
We long for an opportunity to embrace that road, and the adventure that lies ahead.
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M380

The Blue Bird Wanderlodge M380
Here, for the first time, is a Class-A coach that is as exquisite as it is practical. The M380 boasts all
the luxury, styling and performance you expect from a Wanderlodge, yet it’s being offered at a very
affordable price. The M380 offers something else, as well. Something you may have only dreamed
about. It offers you the freedom to experience more.

It’s what you’ve been waiting for. The unparalleled luxury and class of a Wanderlodge. As you would expect,
the M380 is meticulously appointed. No detail has been ignored. No amenity spared. The lavish interior is

A destination in itself.

truly a sight to behold—replete with all the quality and classic styling Blue Bird has to offer. From the roomexpanding slide-out suites…to the plush interior decorating schemes…to the designer countertops and
cabinets…the M380 will make you feel at home no matter what your destination.

Optional 37” plasma screen

Ergonomically designed driver area

Full extension drawer slide

Fully lined overhead cabinets

In terms of value and performance, the M380 distinguishes itself from every other coach in the category. This classic

Reliability comes standard …guaranteed.

Wanderlodge design has been carefully engineered to meet the demands of life on the road. Strength and durability are
built in. The sturdy, integrated body/chassis construction ensures more structural integrity than fiberglass buses. As for
driveability, the M380 outdistances the competition. At 38 feet in length, it’s sleek and maneuverable. And the
new independent front suspension system—with a 54° turning angle—ensures the superior handling of a sports car.
Rest assured that, no matter what the road throws your way, you’ll be ready.

High-strength, corrosive resistant steel tubing and a one-piece all
aluminum roof optimize weight and ensure structural integrity.

Engineered specifically for a motor coach, the M380
features a fully integrated monocoque construction.

The M380 features an environmentally friendly
roof exhaust that drastically reduces the effects
of harmful emissions.

The lower compartment floors are
constructed of fluted stainless steel
that protect the bottom of the coach
and allow for easy maintenance.

The M380 incorporates a new independent front suspension
and rear suspension system with four outboard airbags.

The M380 has completed accelerated durability testing, equivalent
to 10 years / 250,000+ miles, at the Bosche Proving Grounds.

Living room slide-out utilizes a unique linear bearing
design to create more space. (Optional bedroom
slide is available.)
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To guarantee absolute quality control,
Wanderlodge designs and builds the
entire M380 from start to finish.

The 12kw generator mounted in a hush box in the front of the coach
has its own isolated battery to assure the M380 will start even if main
systems are not functioning due to low batteries.

What separates the Wanderlodge M Series from other similarly priced coaches is Blue Bird’s
impeccable craftsmanship—and the commitment to quality that extends throughout the

Blue Bird’s blueprint for quality.

entire manufacturing process. The attention to detail is evident in every Wanderlodge that
leaves our factory. Many features and benefits that you won’t find on other coaches come
standard on the M380.
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T E C H N I C A L S P E C I F I C AT I O N S

Length

37’8”

Wide (Exterior)

102”

Height

approx. 12’4” (top of AC; add 4” for optional satellite)

Wheelbase

248”

Overhang

Front 84.25”
Rear 117.75”

Interior Height

83” unfinished (finished ceiling 78.5”)

Turning Radius

29.7’ curb-to-curb; 35’ wall-to-wall
54 degree turning angle

Tire Size

12R22.5

Suspension

Meritor Independent Front Suspension
Meritor with 4 outboard air bags Rear Suspension

Engine

Cummins 400hp ISL Engine

Fuel Tank

145 gal, aluminum, dual fill tank

Transmission

Allison 3000MH

Steering

TRW THP 90 Gear Box

Axles

Meritor

Brakes

4-wheel Air Disc Brakes

GVWR

36,100 lbs.

GCVWR

46,100 lbs.

FAWR

14,600 lbs.

RAWR

21,500 lbs.

Let the journey begin.

Here’s the chance of a lifetime. The chance to seize the
moment and enjoy all the satisfaction that owning a
Wanderlodge can deliver. Think about it: Wanderlodge
luxury and quality at price that was previously unheard of.
It’s an opportunity to turn your dream into a reality.
To help you get started on the journey, we’re extending a
personal invitation to you to come tour our factory. We’d
also like to encourage you to visit a Blue Bird Wanderlodge
dealer to test drive the M380. You’ll discover firsthand what
the M380 can mean to you and your family. Isn’t it time for
you to experience more?

To test-drive a new M380, contact the nearest
Blue Bird Wanderlodge dealer.
For more information or to schedule a plant tour, contact
Blue Bird at 1-800-486-7122, or www.blue-bird.com.

Join the family.
Owning a Wanderlodge M380 doesn’t just
open the door to a whole new life. It allows
you to become a part of the industry’s most
elite motor coach family: the Wanderlodge
Family of Friends. With a well-established
member roster, they enjoy special benefits
and amenities, plus the opportunity to
share experiences with other Wanderlodge
owners at rallies throughout the year—
including Blue Bird’s Rally in the Valley.
Come join the fun.
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Due to the large variety of options and floorplan arrangements available to our customers, actual weights
for each unit may differ. Blue Bird provides a weight sticker on each unit we produce which includes that
unit’s tank capacities and approximate weights. Consult your local Blue Bird Wanderlodge dealer for unit
availability and further information. The information printed in this brochure reflects product design,
fabrication and component parts at the date of printing. The manufacturer reserves the right at any time
to make changes in product design, material or component specifications at its sole option, without
notice. This includes the substitution of components of a different brand or trade name, which will result
in comparable performance. All information printed in this brochure is subject to change after the date
of printing. Some features shown or mentioned in this brochure are optional and may only be available in
selected floorplans. Photographs may show props or decorations that are not standard equipment on Blue
Bird models. The Blue Bird logo and its design are registered trademarks. All other products and company
names are trademarks and/or registered trademarks of their respective holders.
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